PronoContest

Enterprise Version

Sporting predictions contests

Play the sporting predictions contest
in your organization

Rugby world cup
from 8 September to 28 October

2023

NATIONS

20
ENGAGED

DAYS

51
OF COMPETITION

MATCHES

48
TO PLAY

An ideal event to

Involve
your employees

Value
your brand

Involve every one around the event
in order to create a memorable
team building experience.

by associating it with an event of
international stature, both popular
and prestigious.

Strengthen
cohesion

within your teams, allowing them
to compete together during the
competition.

Every 4 years, the rugby world cup is the most watched sports event by fans of rugby and TV
channels from around the world. Organize a prediction contest on this competition with
PronoContest, take part in the festivities by associating your brand with the positive values of
sport and conviviality.

Course of the game
Throughout the duration of the contest
You have a secure and customizable space dedicated exclusively to members of your organization,
on which you can connect.

All over the competition
Your employees predict the score and the result of the matches as well as the winning teams of the
tournament to collect points.

During matches
The participants win places in the general classification according to their results. They comment on
the results using the thread provided for this purpose.

At the end of the contest
The winners are automatically selected by the application and the best tipsters win the prizes from
among those you have proposed.

Review of the previous cups
 In 2018 and 2021, hundreds of companies across the UK and Europe trusted us to organize
their corporate predictions contest. Wherever the game was set up, enthusiasm and friendliness
increased within the teams during and after the competition. 
Adrien Bayles, Founder

Access advanced features

Customizing your space

Collaborative tools

 Customize the logo, the background image and display
the elements of the interface at your convenience.

 Use the invitation module to encourage your
employees to join the contest.

 Modify the points scale, the matches to be predicted
and the parameters according to your preferences.

 Animate the competition by displaying
announcements and sending emails to participants.

Team contest

Integrations

 Display a group ranking in addition to the individual
contest to increase the stakes.

 Export your contest data in Excel or PDF format for
reuse.

 Our algorithms give small groups the same chances to
win as to big ones.

 Automatically publish rankings on your Slack, Twitter
or email application.

But also
 Live updates

 Responsive interface

 Predictions info

 Dynamic ranking

 Rules generation

 Online help

 Mobile apps

 Members management

 Prizes listing

 Interactive tutorial

 Push & email notifications  Dedicated support

 Detailed charts

 Match stats

 Flexible game modes

 Integration to your calendar

Rates
Scalability

Number of employees

Price

Our rates are decreasing, to allow you to
organize a tailored predictions contest,
whatever your needs.

100

300€

Transparency

200

450€

500

900€

1 000

1 600€

2 000

3 000€

> 2 000

Contact-us

Enterprise Version

Our prices are transparent: support and the
use of advanced features do not generate
additional costs.

Flexibility

More people than expected? Increase easily
the number of seats available through a secure
interface provided for this purpose.

Open an account
Open your business account easily:
it's free and without obligation on
your part. You can test the entire
application with a company account
temporarily limited to 5 users on the
sports competition of your choice.

Try it out
Our team is listening to answer all
your questions and assist you in
setting up the contest.

Contact Us
On our website



By mail

On Facebook



By phone

https://www.pronocontest.com/contact





https://www.facebook.com/pronocontest

On Twitter

https://twitter.com/pronocontest

On LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/company/pronocontest

contact@pronocontest.com
+33 9 53 48 30 48

By postal mail
 WebCat SASU

73 allée Kléber, 34000 Montpellier, France

